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Abstract: 
The CIC filters do not require any multiplier circuits and hence are very economical for implementation in hardware and the 

problems with cascading faced by the accumulate and dump circuit are also overcome with the CIC design. The frequency response 

of CIC filters has a poor in band frequency response and are mostly used to reduce the decimation factor by large ratio while 

suitable response sharpening filters work at the reduced rate to get the desired characteristics 
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1. Introduction 
 

Comb filters are developed from the structures based on the 

moving average (boxcar) filter. The comb based filter has 

unity-valued coefficients and, therefore, can be implemented 

without multipliers. This filter class can operate at high 

frequencies and is suitable for a single-chip VLSI 

implementation. The main applications are in 

communication systems such as software radio and satellite 

communications. 

 

1-COMB-BASED FILTER (Cascaded Integrator Comb 

(CIC) Filter) 

The CIC filter is a combination of digital integrator and 

digital differentiator stages which perform the operation of 

digital low pass filtering and decimation. The proposed 

structure consisted of an integrator block working at the 

oversampled frequency Fs, a clock divider for rate reduction 

and a differentiator block working at Fs/k, where k is the 

decimation ratio. The CIC filters do not require any 

multiplier circuits and hence are very economical for 

implementation in hardware and the problems with 

cascading faced by the accumulate and dump circuit are also 

overcome with the CIC design. The above design also 

requires another decimation circuit for decreasing the data 

rate, which requires additional hardware. Hence it becomes 

very cumbersome to design the differentiator with many 

delay elements. The problem with the area can be overcome 

by implementing a clock divider circuit in between the 

integrator and differentiator stages as shown in Fig. 2 The 

clock divider circuit divides the oversampling clock signal 

by the oversampling ratio K. By dividing the clock frequency 

by K the number of delay elements used in the differentiator 

can be reduced to just one. In Fig.2 the integrator operates at 

the sampling clock frequency, fs while the differentiator 

operates at down sampled clock frequency of fs/K. By 

operating the differentiator at lower frequencies, a reduction 

in the power consumption is achieved. 
 

 
Figure 1: First order CIC filter with decimation stage 

 

 
Figure 2: Block diagram of a first order CIC filter without 

external decimation stage. [3] 

 

2. Main Performances of A Comb-Based 

Decimator 

The comb-based filters are frequently used as the first 

decimation stage of the multistage decimators. Because of 

the simplicity of implementation, the comb filters are 

suitable for operating at high frequencies. Most importantly, 

the comb-based filters provide the best solution for the 

implementation of the first decimation stage in the multistage 

down-sampling conversion for the oversampled A/D 

converters. 

 

The aliasing bandwidths around the nulls are narrow, and 

usually too small to provide sufficient suppression of aliasing 

in the entire baseband of the signal. And monotonic pass 

band characteristic produces an inevitable passband droop, 

which for many applications should be compensated. 

 

The signal band at the decimator input occupies the 

frequency range [0, Fm]. For the input signal sampling 

frequency Fx, and for the decimation factor N, the aliasing 

bands of the bandwidths 2Fm are located around the natural 

null frequencies Fx/N, 2Fx/N, …, JFx/N, where J = N/2 for 

N even, and J = (N)1/2 for N odd. 
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The respective values of Decimation rate, Output data rate, 

SNR (dB), are 2, 2 times, -37.56dB, 0.1458. It slightly 

improves the flatness of the pass band. It requires at least two 

multipliers. Better compensation in the wideband. 

 

(B) Compensated CIC-Cosine decimation filter 
 

Transfer function of compensation filter is given as 

 

 
 

(4) 

 
 

Figure 3: Maximum attenuation at the edge of the useful 

signal bandwidth 

 

The main parameters that characterize the comb filter 

performances are the passband droop and the selectivity 

factor 

 

3. Various Methods used for Compensation of 

CIC Decimation Filter 

(A) CIC Roll-Off Compensation filter: In this method, we 

compensates the roll off of the CIC filter in pass band by 

letting the CIC filter followed by a symmetric FIR filter with 

a minimum order. The coefficients of the compensation filter 

are given by- 

                     (3) 

The performance of the compensation filter depends on the 

value of a, which is obtained by minimizing the 

corresponding error function. CIC roll off compensation 

filter can be written as 
 

 
 

Where, a   0.5 

Frequency response C( ) of the CIC roll off compensation 

filter C (n) is : 
 

 
Error function is defined by 

Where a & b are real valued constant, and M is decimation 

factor 
Magnitude response is: 

     (5) 

Worst pass band distortion occurs at   
Where, 

 

 
R is the decimation factor of next decimation stage. 

At 

, 2a+b = 1 (6) 

 

In order to compensate the pass band droop δc at the 

frequency 

                     (7) 

                                (8) 

 
(9) 

 

(10) 
 

 

 
 

 
Where, Pe is pass band edge of the received signal. 

 
In case of using the  weighting function w ( ), the error 

function is given by 

 
The respective values of M, K, R are 4, 4, 8 

(11) 

 

It is Multiplier free. There is a tradeoff between the desired 

compensation of the pass band droop. Filter coefficients can 

control the desired passband droop of the overall decimation 

filter. Rate becoming a second order filter .The magnitude 

response of (3) is expressed as: 

& 
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In order to compensate the passband droop   at the 

frequency 

 

(12) 

 

4. Block diagram of the Compensator Filter 

Design [5] 
 

Figure 5: Block diagram of the compensator filter design 

[5] 
 

(C) Passband droop correction 

The transfer function of the proposed compensation filter is 

given by: 
 

 
Where, a and b are real valued constants and M is a 

decimation filter. Using multirate identity this filter can be 

moved to a low rate which is a M times less than high input 

 

5. Results 

MATLAB Exercises- it contains the following matter 

• FDATOOL Exercises (Graphs) 

• Programming code (CIC low pass filter, inverse sinc , 

cascaded form CIC ) 

• Programming code (CIC low pass filter, high pass filter, 

cascaded form CIC) 

Now using the proposed method coefficients of compensated 

filter is calculated and frequency response is plotted. 

 

Figure 6: Frequency response of CIC filter is calculated 

according to the given values 
A -0.011288673 

B 1.022577348 

 

Finally cascading of CIC filter and compensation filter is 

made and frequency response is accordingly plotted 

The respective values of M, K, R, Ωp, fp are 4, 4, 8,0 

.09817477, 0 .015625 

This procedure is programmed in MATLAB, and the 

corresponding block diagram is shown in Fig. 
 

 
Figure 7: PLOT - Response of CIC compensation filter 
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Figure 8: PLOT - Complete response of CIC compensation 

filter. 

 

(B) Programming view 
 

 

Figure 9: Programming Code View of (CIC Low Pass 

Filter, Inverse Sinc, Cascaded form CIC ) 

Figure 10: Final response of the filter 

6. Conclusion 
Responses are given using FDA Tools and programming 

code on MATLAB. Here we used three coefficients so less 

computation is required. The programming code is valid for 

in general for optimum values of decimation factor & no of 

stages. the appropriate graphs are shown. In case of more 

passband droop then we use the filter of more than one. The 

second programming code is based on cascading process of 

CIC low pass filter with high pass filter 
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